
Are you curious about medical music therapy
but not sure if it's your jam? Then this quiz is

your perfect match! If you're a student
dreaming about your future career, a recent

graduate pondering your next move, or a
practitioner considering a change, take a

moment to reflect on your strengths, interests,
and what lights up your passion. 
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This quiz is designed to offer general guidance and
ideas to help you assess whether a career in
medical music therapy might align with your

interests and goals. It is not a validated
assessment tool and should not be the sole

determinant of your career path. If you're
passionate about medical music therapy, don't be

discouraged by your score – use it as a starting
point for self-reflection and exploration. Your
journey in this field is unique, and there are

countless ways to learn, grow, and find your niche.
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In the field of medical music therapy, there is
often a need to learn about different

diagnoses, medical procedures, and medication
side effects to tailor therapy effectively.
How do you feel about regularly acquiring

this type of medical knowledge?

QUESTION ONE:

B: I am open to learning about medical aspects as needed,
though I prefer focusing more on the musical and therapeutic
elements.

A:  I am enthusiastic and see continuous learning about
medical aspects as a vital and interesting part of enhancing
my therapeutic skills.

C: I find the prospect of regularly learning about medical
details overwhelming and would prefer a role with less
emphasis on these aspects.



Imagine your potential reaction to being
exposed to medical procedures or the
presence of blood and bodily fluids.

QUESTION Two:

B:  I think I might feel uneasy, but I’m confident I could
manage these feelings to maintain professionalism.

A:  I believe I would be composed and able to maintain focus
on therapeutic goals, despite the medical environment.

C: I anticipate feeling quite uncomfortable with such
exposure and would prefer to avoid it if possible.



Consider how you might respond to high-
stress, emotionally charged situations in a

medical setting, such as a patient experiencing
a medical emergency, or handling family

members in distress.

QUESTION Three:

B:  I feel I might initially be unsettled, but I’m confident in my
ability to regain composure and adapt to the situation.

A: I believe I would remain calm and focused, capable of
providing support and continuing with therapy even in these
challenging situations.

C: I anticipate finding such high-stress environments difficult
to manage, preferring to work in more predictable and less
intense settings.



In medical settings, music therapists often
encounter a wide range of family scenarios.
This could include instances where families

cannot be present, as well as situations with
siblings, friends, and/or parents actively

involved. How do you feel about navigating
these diverse family dynamics in your practice?

QUESTION Four:

B:  I am somewhat comfortable with diverse family dynamics,
though I find certain scenarios, like the absence of families or
dealing with larger family groups, more challenging.

A: I am comfortable and adept at engaging with various
family scenarios, whether it involves working with families
who are present or providing support when they cannot be.

C: I prefer working in situations where family involvement is
minimal or very straightforward, as navigating complex
family dynamics can be overwhelming for me.



Imagine adapting to a rapidly changing medical
environment. Examples might include

responding to sudden changes in patient
medical status, adjusting to last-minute

schedule changes, or adapting therapy plans
on the fly due to unforeseen circumstances. 

QUESTION Five:

B: I think I could adjust to these changes, although I might find
frequent and sudden shifts somewhat challenging.

A: I believe I would thrive in such a dynamic environment,
quickly adapting to changes and maintaining effective
therapy.

C: I anticipate preferring a more stable and predictable work
environment, as rapid and constant changes seem
overwhelming to me.



How comfortable are you with providing
therapy to a wide age range, from

neonates to young adults, considering
their varying developmental needs?

QUESTION six:

B: Comfortable with certain age groups, but find others
outside my comfort zone.

A: Highly adaptable to different age groups, understanding
their unique developmental stages and needs.

C: Prefer specializing in a specific age group, finding wide age
range challenging.



as a medical music therapist, you may meet
individuals from a wide range of age

groups and diverse backgrounds. This can
lead to encounters with various musical
genres. how do you feel about regularly
adapting your musical repertoire to suit

these diverse tastes?

QUESTION seven:

B: I am open to adapting my repertoire, although I may have
preferences or feel more skilled in certain genres.

A: I am enthusiastic about exploring and incorporating a wide
range of musical genres, seeing it as a dynamic and
enriching part of my practice.

C: I prefer specializing in a few genres that I am most familiar
with, and might find constantly adapting to a wide range
challenging.



Consider your physical comfort and
capability with the varied demands of

clinical work, including standing for long
periods, walking, crouching, or maneuvering

in restricted spaces like hospital rooms.

QUESTION Eight:

B: I can manage most physical demands, though I may find
prolonged or awkward positions challenging.

A: I am energetic and adaptable, able to comfortably handle
a variety of physical activities and positions throughout
therapy sessions.

C: I prefer a role with minimal physical strain, as I find
extensive or unconventional physical activity challenging.



Evaluate your willingness and comfort with
advocating for music therapy services,

particularly in scenarios where there are
frequent staff changes or assisting new

patients and families who are adjusting to
the hospital setting.

QUESTION nine:

B: I am open to advocating when necessary, though I find
frequent changes in staff and patient caseload somewhat
challenging.

A: I am enthusiastic about advocating regularly,
understanding its importance in educating new staff and
supporting patients and families in recognizing the value of
music therapy.

C: I feel hesitant about frequent advocacy, especially in
rapidly changing environments, preferring to focus more on
direct clinical work.



Reflect on how you think you would
handle providing therapy in end-of-

life care situations, which often
involve dealing with grief and loss.

QUESTION Ten:

B: I think I could be somewhat capable, likely able to
contribute meaningfully while acknowledging it might be
emotionally taxing.

A: I believe I would be emotionally resilient and capable of
providing compassionate support, seeing value in
contributing to such profound moments.

C: I feel I would prefer to avoid such situations, as they seem
overly challenging emotionally for me at this stage.



mOSTLY a'S

Whoa, you're a natural fit for the ever-evolving world
of medical music therapy! Your keen interest in the
medical world and the interdisciplinary work
environments is a breath of fresh air, even if you're
new to the scene. To maintain and build upon this
interest, continue to engage with related educational
content related to medical music therapy - our
Student Kickstarter, for instance, has all kinds of
goodies to check out!  Don't be shy to mingle with
medical music therapists or attend conferences and
seminars to stay up-to-date with the latest trends
and practices.  Your proactive attitude and eagerness
to learn will be invaluable assets as you delve deeper
into this specialty!

Medical Music Therapy AdvocateMedical Music Therapy Advocate



mOSTLY B'S

Looks like you're intrigued by medical music therapy,
but there are a few areas that have you feeling
unsure. No worries, that's totally normal! To get a
better feel for the field and boost your confidence,
why not try volunteering or interning in medical
settings? You could also sign up for some courses on
medical lingo or patient care to brush up your skills.
Our Student Kickstarter program is a handy way to
get ahead of the game! Oh, and don't forget about
networking with seasoned music therapists. They can
give you some insider tips and help you figure out if
this career is the one for you.

Medical Music Therapy Enthusiast



mOSTLY C'S

Looks like you may prefer your workspaces with a bit
more structure and less pressure than what medical
music therapy can offer. But, don't fret! If you're still
curious about this field, why not start with the basics?
Check out some intro courses or conferences to get a
feel for the ropes. Attend introductory courses or
seminars to understand the basics of medical music
therapy. Networking with diverse music therapy
professionals in diverse settings can offer insights into
the various niches within the field that may better
resonate with your interests and strengths.

Diverse Population Practitioner


